## Wilmington Police Department

**Dispatch Log**
- **From:** 02/07/2017
- **Thru:** 02/08/2017
- **0000 - 0000**
- **Printed:** 02/08/2017

**For Date: 02/07/2017 - Tuesday**

### Call Number | Time | Call Reason | Action |
---|---|---|---|
17-2844 | 0030 | ASSIST OTHER AGENCY | Taken/Referred to Other |
| Location/Address: WOODLAND RD | Narrative: assisting FD with patient assist. |

17-2847 | 0112 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Vicinity of: WEBBER ST | Vehicle: GRY 2006 CHRY VN TOWN Reg: PC MA 71SD31 VIN: 1A4GP4SR16B521387 |
| Narrative: written warning for speed, defective headlight, expired inspection. |

17-2848 | 0155 | PARKING COMPLAINT | finish |
| Location/Address: [WIL 1540] TARGET - BALLARDVALE ST | Vehicle: MAR 2001 SUBA 4D LEGACY Reg: PC NH 28460869 VIN: 4S33E645X16211157 |
| Narrative: vehicle parked here no plates on it. ref case number 17-2577 |

17-2849 | 0212 | ALARM, BURGLAR | False Alarm |
| | | Narrative: accidental by employee. (Lester) picking up unit and dropping unit off. |

17-2850 | 0217 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK | finish |
| Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD | Narrative: Check of the property. |
| | | Narrative: clear checks ok. |

17-2851 | 0224 | ALARM, BURGLAR | False Alarm |
| | | Narrative: clear checks ok. |

17-2853 | 0303 | MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH | Vehicle Towed |
| Location/Address: NICHOLS ST | Vehicle: GRY 2012 MAZD SE MAZDA 2 Reg: PC MA 368RD7 VIN: JM1DE1LY9C035427 |
| Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing To: Company Tow Yard |
| Narrative: report of one car hitting multiple mailboxes |
| Narrative: party contacting triple A, no apparent injuries. |
| Narrative: two mailboxes hit were to 116 and 116r Nichols st. |
17-2854 0346 Motor Vehicle Repossession finish
Location/Address: LAWRENCE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2012 JEEP LL LIBERT SPORT Reg: PC MA 115EY0 VIN: 1C4PJM4K1CW137730
Narrative: A&S has the vehicle.

17-2855 0611 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GLEN RD + MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2010 BMW SE 528XI Reg: PC MA 97CP12 VIN: WBANV1C5XAC389585
Narrative: citation for red light.

17-2856 0724 RRT/Mutual Aid finish
Location: [BOS] NEMLEC CALL OUT BOSTON
Narrative: SWAT call out.

17-2857 0806 Motor Vehicle Repossession Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: [WIL 2184] IMPLANT SCIENCE CO - RESEARCH DR
Vehicle: WHI 2012 GMC LL ACADIA Reg: PC NY CRS2652 VIN: 1GKKVFED7CJ387549
Towed: For: Other-REPOSESSION BY: NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATES INC
Narrative: fax received reporting repossession of m/v from this location. voicemail left for recovery company to contact WPD via phone whether vehicle was retrieved or not.

Narrative: tow operator called at this time to state vehicle has been retrieved and owner was NOT notified.

17-2858 0849 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 132] BROTHERS PIZZA - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2004 TOYT SE Camry USLEXL Reg: PC MA 4LW231 VIN: 4T1BF32K94U58300
Narrative: verbal warning for marked lanes violation.

17-2859 0905 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 88] BURGER KING - LOWELL ST
Vehicle: GRY 2016 KIA 4D FRT Reg: PC NY GZP5318 VIN: KNARFXA56GS446471
Narrative: citation speed.

17-2861 1027 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: CHESTNUT ST
Narrative: caller requesting DPW sand the area more frequently during storms due to car just hitting recycle bin and causing damage to bin belonging to 283 Chestnut St. caller did not get vehicle info, described as a gold Camry. DPW was notified and copy of log entry faxed to DPW.

17-2862 1036 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Could Not Locate
Vicinity of: [WIL 126] DUNKIN DONUTS - LOWELL ST
Narrative: Report of a large dog loose in the area.

Narrative: Checked area GOA
17-2863  1058  Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address:  [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:  

17-2864  1106  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  Investigated
Location/Address:  [WIL 1242] HOMANS ASSOCIATES / C C G - BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2012 INTL 4300SB Reg: MA 81877 VIN: 3HAM8AN2CL424305
Narrative:  MVC, SUV vs flatbed truck, no injuries reported
Narrative:  DPW notified to sand.
Narrative:  see crash report.
Narrative:  32 reporting everyone refused medical onscene.

17-2867  1122  DISABLED MV  Investigated
Vicinity of:  WEST ST + INDUSTRIAL WAY
Vehicle:  RED 2001 FREIG CENTUR Reg: MA 91284 VIN: 1FUJBBCG21PB38923
Narrative:  39 out with a TT unit stuck at this intersection.
Narrative:  DPW notified to sand.
Narrative:  39 clear.

17-2868  1126  DISABLED MV  finish
Vicinity of:  SHAWSEN AVE + FERGUSON RD
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 NISS SE SENTRA Reg: PC MA U322 VIN: 3N1AB6AP4CL770029
Narrative:  Report of DMV in area
Narrative:  34 reports vehicle out of travel lane, operator is awaiting family member to arrive
Narrative:  AAA en route

17-2871  1245  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  Services Rendered
Vicinity of:  [BIL] COOK ST
Vehicle:  WHI 2009 CHEV SILVER C1500 Reg: PC MA US3517 VIN: 1GCEC19X09Z255534L
Narrative:  Billerica PD requesting cruiser for assistance with two MVC's right at town line.
Narrative:  34 driving owner of MA reg US3517 a ride home.
Narrative:  34 clear of transport and clear of MVC. 36 clearing shortly.

17-2872  1304  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  Investigated
Vicinity of:  [WIL 2038] BARRASSO - SALEM ST
Narrative:
caller reporting resident on Cunningham St threw snow at the plow truck and through the windows of the truck. plow operator standing by for officer.

Narrative:
32 spoke to plow operator who was not struck, just the outside of the plow truck was struck by snow. resident of 91 Salem St was advised of ordinances regarding snow removal and was not cooperative with officer.

17-2873 1311 LARCENY / FORGERY / FRAUD Investigated
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Narrative:
166 investigating elder scam. see report.

Refer To Incident: 17-151-OF

17-2874 1334 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Investigated
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE + HIGH ST
Vehicle: BLU 2006 HOND LL CRV SPOR Reg: PC NH 3937070 VIN: JHLRE48578C064503
Vehicle: WHT 2006 CHEV VM EXPVAN G20 Reg: CO MA 554548 VIN: 1GCGG2S361110229
Narrative:
two car minor mvc, no injuries. requesting an officer for assistance with paperwork exchange only.

Narrative:
39 clear, paperwork exchange only.

17-2875 1405 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
32 mail run.

17-2876 1408 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1551] PANERA BREAD - MAIN ST
Narrative:
Manager reports possible counterfeit bill
Narrative:
***See Report***

Refer To Incident: 17-152-OF

17-2877 1435 LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV Services Rendered
Location/Address: THURSTON AVE
Vehicle: BRO 2000 CHRY SE CIRRUS LX Reg: PC MA 555JN7 VIN: 1C3EJ46X8YN306672
Narrative:
M/V lockout, service provided

17-2878 1440 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Investigated
Vicinity of: ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: WHT 2014 INTL 400SER 4300 Reg: CO MA R37100 VIN: 1HTJTSKR2EH787628
Narrative:
National Grid work truck was struck while parked in turn around area at town line at approximately 12:45pm today by an orange plow truck that had two plows on it. damage to side bin on back side of truck. Andover DPW notified and Wilmington DPW also notified. caller was advised a log entry would be made.

Narrative:
Andover DPW stating they do not have a plow matching description that would have been in the area.
Sgt Bradbury contacted Jerry Lawrenson directly who will check with plow operators.

17-2879 1453 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ALLEN PARK DR
Vehicle: GRY 2013 KIA SE OPTIMA EX Reg: PC MA 188HY5 VIN: 5XXGN4A76DG117220
Refer To Citation: 13397
Narrative: Parking citation

17-2880 1500 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Assisting party who lost keys
Narrative: Keys were located

17-2881 1501 MISSING PERSON Investigated
Location/Address:
Narrative:

Refer To Incident:

17-2882 1505 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLU 2003 FORD LGTCON F150 Reg: PC MA 1T2395 VIN: 1FTRX17263NA39800
Towed: For: PARKING VIOLATION By: A&S Towing To: Company Tow Yard
Narrative: Caller reporting a truck has blocked his vehicle in and he cannot leave.
Narrative: 34- vehicle will need to be towed, 2 attempts to get around the vehicle were attempted however it is impossible without striking other vehicles. The vehicle being towed is not in a valid marked parking space.
Narrative: Per Ofc Sacco of the MBTA PD, the on-call tow company (A&S) can take that vehicle under delegated authority.

17-2883 1530 DISTURBANCE finish
Location/Address: [WIL 667] MBTA - MAIN ST
Narrative: Passer by reporting a possible disturbance involving people getting off the train.
Narrative: 34: Was just some friends coming off the train fooling around.

17-2884 1532 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2008 SAA 4D 93 Reg: PC MA 8LG550 VIN: YS3FB49Y781128495
Narrative:
Parking citation.

17-2885 1537 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2004 HYUN UT SANTFE Reg: PC MA 4HN121 VIN: KM8SC13E84U712361
Narrative: Parking citation.

17-2886 1541 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2005 GMC 4D ENVOY Reg: PC MA 5TC940 VIN: 1GKDT13S252159968
Narrative: Parking citation.

17-2887 1545 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2003 ACUR UT MDX Reg: PC MA 4HG531 VIN: 2HNYD18753H518873
Narrative: Parking citation.

17-2888 1601 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Location/Address: ANDOVER ST
Narrative: Possible MVC, call dropped by Essex Regional. Dispatch attempted to call back number given twice, no answer.

Narrative: 32 - unable to locate any accident, clear.

17-2889 1653 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of: CHESTNUT ST
Vehicle: BLU 2002 HOND SE CIVIC USEX Reg: PC MA 4WS639 VIN: 2HGES26782H598306
Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing
Vehicle: BLK 2011 CHEV UT EQUINOX Reg: PC MA 4802 VIN: 2CNFLGE53B641873
Narrative: Two car mvc. One car struck a pole and flipped. Unknown injuries.

Narrative: DPW notified to sand area.

Narrative: 33: Have to shut the road down.

Narrative: A&S notified.

Narrative: Reading light notified to look at the pole.

Narrative: 33: Mother of the operator of the Civic is taking both parties from that vehicle into her custody. They are refusing transport.

Narrative: 33- Reading Light on scene checked the pole, no issues.

17-2891 1746 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2015 JEEP LL COMPAS LATITU Reg: PC MA 4BW235 VIN: 1C4NJDEB1FD340604
Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing
Vehicle: GRY 2012 FORD LL ESCAPE U9E Reg: PC MA 3AW754 VIN: 1FMCU9EG4CKC21956
Narrative:
two car MVC. No injuries reported.

Narrative:
A&S notified.

Narrative:
32: Operator of the jeep receiving a written warning for failure to yield at an intersection.

17-2892 1756 ESCORT/TRANSPORT finish
Location/Address: ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
Walk-in party reporting she got in an argument with her boyfriend in another town earlier, worried he may be following her. Shift LT to follow her to town line. Does not wish for any additional police assistance. Was told to call Tewksbury PD if problems continue.

17-2893 1843 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 hangup call from a male party, did speak but unable to decipher what he said. Upon callback, spoke with employee Donna, who will check all the residents and let us know if there's an emergency.

17-2894 1858 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: [WIL 66] WOODBRIAR NURSING HOME - WEST ST
Narrative:
Spoke to employee Kara. No emergencies at this time.

17-2895 1904 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: [WIL 66] WOODBRIAR NURSING HOME - WEST ST
Narrative:
911 hangup. Spoke to Kara who stated she believes it's coming from someone trying to send a fax. No emergencies.

17-2897 1945 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Location/Address: [WIL 133] TECONET INC. - EAMES ST
Vehicle: WHI 2008 FORD EXPLORER Reg: PC MA 786ZL3 VIN: 1FMEU73E28UB09148
Narrative:
Car vs pedestrian

17-2898 2002 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: DADANT DR
Narrative:
Caller wishing to contact Boston Police, employees at her place of employment accidentally dialed 911 and contacted her at home. Caller was told that because she called from Wilmington, that it came to our station, and was given the business line to Boston PD.

17-2899 2013 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: [WIL 2868] DUNKIN DONUTS - BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2014 FIAT 4H 500L Reg: PC MA 2073TJ VIN: ZFBCFADH9EZ012607
Narrative:
Male party passed out in a car for over an hour.

Narrative:
32: Party was just sleeping in his car.

Narrative:
41: Start FD for a voluntary transport.
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Refer To Incident: 17-154-OF

17-2901 2048 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Location/Address: MIDDLESEX AVE + ADAMS ST
Vehicle: GRY 2014 MITS OUTSPRO Reg: PC MA 5HL238 VIN: 4A4AR4AU3EE026890
Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing
Narrative:
Car v pole.
Narrative:
A&S notified.
Narrative:
Reading light notified for damage to pole 23/30.
Narrative:
Family member notified to pick up the operator.

17-2905 2222 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
DPW notified due to slippery road conditions. Will send out sanders.

17-2907 2227 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: I93NBR41 RAMP
Narrative:
Multi car accident.
Narrative:
State responding.
Narrative:
33: One operator fled the scene over onto the south bound side and into the woods.
Narrative:
32: Will check the ballardvale area.
Narrative:
32: Checked are, unfounded.
Narrative:
33: State to handle.

17-2908 2322 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Location/Address: BAY ST
Vehicle: BLK 2009 CHEV SE IMPALA 1LT Reg: PC MA 618XX8 VIN: 2G1WT57N791244190
Narrative:
Car hit in lot, severe damage.
Narrative:
33-Vehicle was hit by plow, trying to ascertain who was operating the plow at the time of the crash, believe it was a member of the club. Vehicle is drivable.